Dunn-Edwards

®

INDUSTRIAL COATINGS FOR
ANY SERVICE ENVIRONMENT.
The Dunn-Edwards industrial advantage.

EXPERIENCE
AND EXPERTISE.
For more than 90 years Dunn-Edwards® has prided itself as the professionals’ first choice.
Aligning with leading industrial coatings manufacturers, Dunn-Edwards is able to deliver the
absolute best product solution for any service environment. Our NACE-certified coatings and
substrate experts will work with you from surface prep through selecting the right long-lasting
coating solution for your needs.
:: P roduct solutions from our industrial suppliers with more than 200
years combined experience
:: C omplete infrastructure and tinting capabilities to service the
needs of the industrial and high-performance coatings markets
:: Industry-leading suppliers – Devoe®, Carboline®, Rust-Oleum®
and US Coatings
:: E xpert technical services – specifications, substrate and
failure analysis

START WITH THE BASICS,
FINISH STRONG.
A successful coatings system application is only as good as the surface
condition and preparation. Each service environment requires a specific
industrial coating system. Dunn-Edwards® can help identify the surface and
the environment it will be exposed to, then design a complete system for that
project, meeting both your durability and performance expectations.
1. Identify the substrate
2. Identify the proper surface preparation
3. Design a coatings system that meets the requirements of
a. Service environment – the environment the coating will be
exposed to after successful curing
b. Customer expectations of performance and budgetary
requirements
Each unique substrate requires customized surface preparation.
Light

Moderate

Severe

:: Industry Associations – National Association of Corrosion Engineers
(NACE International) Diamond corporate member; The Society for
Protective Coatings (SSPC) Sustaining corporate member

NACE is recognized as
the premier authority
on corrosion control,
providing training and
certification, standards,
reports and publications
for the industry.

SSPC is a non-profit
organization focused
on providing standards,
technical papers, training
and certification for
those dealing with the
preservation of concrete
and steel surfaces.

EXAMPLE: GALVANIZED STEEL

EXAMPLE: CARBON STEEL

Galvanized steel is comprised of a zinc coating that’s added through a
galvanizing process to become part of the steel. This coating requires
the use of an acrylic primer, applied to the surface after the proper
preparation has been completed.

Carbon steel is manufactured primarily from iron ore. Painting carbon
steel requires removal of any existing rust or loosely adherent coating,
and application of a corrosion-resistant, water-based or solvent primer.

4 steps to a successful coatings application on galvanized steel –
1. Clean the surface (SP1) with a solvent to remove all surface
contaminants such as dirt, grease, oxides, oils
2. Rinse with clean water

4 steps to a successful coatings application on carbon steel –
1. Clean the surface (SP1) with a solvent to remove all surface
contaminants such as dirt, grease, oxides, oils
2. Rinse with clean water

3. Use an etching solution to provide an adequate anchor profile to
improve adhesion

3. Repair or round any sharp edges, lightly abrade the surface to
provide an adequate anchor profile. Be sure to clear the surface
of any debris from the repairs and abrading

4. Apply the recommended acrylic galvanized metal bonding primer,
as per the specification

4. Apply recommended corrosion-resistant primer, as per the
specification

LIGHT, MODERATE AND
SEVERE DUTY ENVIRONMENTS.
Dunn-Edwards® has a product system matching the right technology to meet your
project needs and service environment.

LIGHT
Outdoor weathering

•

Mild industrial fumes

•

Frequent fumes and spills of
mild chemicals

MODERATE

•

Frequent fumes and spills of
strong chemicals (acids, alkalis
and solvents)
Normal humidity

•
•

Intermittent high humidity

•

High humidity
Mold and mildew conditions

•
•

•

Occasional chemical cleaning

•

Moisture conditions

•

•
•

Frequent chemical cleaning
Occasional product spills

SEVERE

•

THE RIGHT TECHNOLOGY
FOR EVERY JOB.
With many different resin systems to choose from, Dunn Edwards® will match the right
protective coating to meet your project requirements.

ACRYLIC

EPOXY

:: Single pack
:: UV resistant – good color and gloss retention
:: Flexible
:: Lower in odor and VOC (volatile organic compounds)
:: Easily applied by brush, roller or spray
:: Ideal for exterior application in light duty environments
on multiple properly prepared substrates
:: L imitations – poor solvent resistance; softens at elevated
temperature; not suitable for buried or immersion
service conditions

:: A vailable in water-based and solvent formulations
:: E xcellent adhesion
:: C hemical resistant
:: S urface tolerant – applies to many marginally prepared surfaces
:: High-build
:: Ideal for use as barrier coating in moderate and
severe environments
:: Limitations – narrow application, cure time and re-coat windows;
not UV stable for exterior applications

ALKYD
:: Single pack
:: Good adhesion
:: Hard, impact resistant
:: Heat and temperature resistant applications
:: Wider application window
:: Easily applied by brush, roller or spray
:: Ideal for light duty application where impact and heat
resistance are required
:: L imitations – poor chemical resistance; poor UV resistance;
brittle with age; not suitable over alkaline surfaces

EPOXY PENETRATING SEALER
:: E xcellent adhesion properties, self-penetrating
:: C ompatible over wide range of existing coatings
:: A ccepts acrylic and solvent top-coats
:: Ideal for use as “tie coat” to promote adhesion of
subsequent coatings
:: L imitations – narrow application requirements; must
be top-coated; minimum application temperatures

Light =

Moderate =

Severe =

ALIPHATIC URETHANE
:: E xcellent UV and chemical resistance
:: E xcellent adhesion to epoxy
:: Ideal for moderate and severe duty environments
:: L imitations – sensitive to moisture during cure, narrow
re-coat windows

SILOXANE AND POLYSILOXANE
:: Ultra-weatherable
:: O utstanding UV resistance
:: E xcellent chemical resistance
:: E xcellent abrasion resistance
:: Ideal for moderate and severe duty environments
:: L imitations – poor flexibility; hard and brittle; narrow
re-coat windows

POLYUREA
:: Flexible
:: E xcellent water resistance
:: A brasion and impact resistant
:: S uitable for buried and immersion service conditions
:: F ast setting
:: Ideal for severe service environments
:: Limitations

– moisture sensitive during
application and cure; requires primed surface;
specialized application equipment required

INDUSTRIAL COATINGS FOR
SPECIALIZED PROJECTS.
We recognize that not all jobs fit into a perfect descriptor, for these jobs Dunn-Edwards®
provides specialty coatings through our suppliers that will meet the unique requirements
of your project.

:: F looring
Light to severe duty and containment applications
:: G raffiti
Institutional, highways and bridges
:: F ireproofing
Parking and building structures
:: W
 aterproofing
Water and waste-water treatment facilities
:: T anks and Linings
Oil and gas, shipping vessels and containers

ALL THE RESOURCES
YOU NEED FOR ANY JOB.
With locations throughout the Southwest, Dunn-Edwards® has everything
you need for your industrial coating project. We’ve aligned with the best in
the industry to provide the highest quality industrial coatings on the market.

:: Industrial tint locations
• More than 20 locations able to tint acrylics, alkyds,
epoxy and urethane coatings
• Custom matching capabilities
• Safety colors
:: Specialized application equipment sales
• Airless, air assisted, pressure pot and plural
component equipment
:: NACE®-Certified coating experts
• With more than 40 NACE-Certified specialists,
Dunn-Edwards can deploy the right person to
help identify surfaces, advise on surface prep and
recommend the appropriate industrial coating system
for your job. Each of our highly trained specialists
has completed the NACE CIP Level I Certified Coatings
Inspector course through the National Association of
Corrosion Engineers International.
:: Industrial specifications
• Through our Architectural Services Division, we
offer a complete industrial master specification
– Section 0 5 00 00 – 09 96 00

Call your sales representative for more information.

THE DUNN-EDWARDS ADVANTAGE.
®

Dunn-Edwards provides industry-leading solutions thanks to relationships with the
best names in the industrial coatings business. With a combined 200-year history,
we hand picked each supplier for their technology, knowledge and dominance in their
fields to give you the best choice for your industrial coatings needs.
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